1_. Introduction and motivation
n=o n=o They have provided S 1 with a Banach algebraic structure by defining binary operations and norm suitably.
There are several misprints and mistakes in their paper. In seotion 2 of this paper, we have pointed them out and have corrected the mistakes in section 3 and 4 of [l] .
'' In section 3» we have defined a class # of sequences clos«ly related with the class S^ of [l] . Suitably defining binary operations and norm on # , we have provided it with a separable, commutative Banach algebraic struoture. Section 4 is devoted to characterizing continuous linear functionals on ££ and studying weak and weak -* convergences in 44. Topological zero divisors have been aharaoterized in the same seotion. In section 5, an inner product has been defined on whioh equips it with an inner product spaoe structure. A superset of # is shown to be a Hilbert spaoe with the same struoture as
2. The arguments in Section 3 of [l] do not hold, in general. The fact that only real arithmetic roots of the quantities like are considered, in order to make the ordering well defined, should have been specifically mentioned.
In section 4 of [l] , there are several mistakes in the proof of Proposition 5. In the first part, (p.68, third line from below), c n ' s should be defined as
In the second part, the closure of S^ (considered as a subset of S^ with respect to multiplication and not sea-, lar multiplication should be asserted, the proof being obvious. Moreover, the last sentence of the same proposition should read:
Thus h(z) x f(z) 6S^, whioh shows that S^ is an ideal in S.j. 
It may be noted that every member of forms the sequence of coefficients of an entire Taylor series.
We now define binary algebraic operations on ¡M= as follows :
where f = ^a Q g = 316 arbitrary members of The norm on is defined as
It is easy to verify that , equipped with these operations and norm, becomes a commutative Banach algebra. The only possible identity element is {l,1...} which does not belong to # .
In consider elements
If f = {ajj is any arbitrary element of # , then we put Consider the set of all polynomials of the type
where b^ is a rational complex number. This is a countable set and can be shown to be dense in 44, considered as the set of elements of the type (3.2). Hence, we have Theorem 1. ^ is a separable, commutative Banach algebra without identity.
Continuous linear functionals on 44
The dual space of 44 will be denoted by 44 and members of will be denoted by f*. Our main result of this section is where f = * 44 and is a bounded sequenoe uniquely defined by f*.
Moreover, |) f*|| = sup |d (• n Pro o f let £* € 44*. Consider the elements fn = in 44 defined by (3.1). If f is any arbitrary element of 44 it can be expressed as (3.2), i.e., f = a 1/2n+1 .f . n n n=1
Linearity and continuity of f* implies that
where f *(ffl) •= are uniquely determined by f*. Since |fn||-1 and |dn| = | i"(fn) MK " ^ for n = 1,2,... it foilows that the sequence jdn} is bounded.
Conversely, let jdnJ. a bounded sequence. The series (4.1) converges, since f = |aflJ e 4=t , and thus f* defines a linear functional on For continuity of f*, we niite that i.e., The set of all topological zero divisors in ** is fcfc itself.
Proof.
For the definition of topological zero divisors, we refer to Larsen [2] .
Let f = janj be any arbitrary element of **. Lex fn = {aj^} be defined by (3.1). Obviously, ||fn|| = 1 for every n > 1. Also, so that Hence the theorem.
It is easy to see that weak and strong convergences are equivalent in
We now prove a result on weak convergen-11* ce in j=t . Theorem 4.
A sequence {fpj in converges weakly to f* e 44* , if and only if the following conditions hold: i) {||f*pH} is bounded; and ii) d.pn -dn for every n ^ 1 as p-»-oo, where Pro of. "Necessity" part is obvious. Next, assume that (i) and (ii) hold. By (i) and the fact that f*€ 44* , we can find M, such that
for svery n.
By the definition of i=t, given f = { a n} e ** an< * e > we oan find n Q = n 0 (e ) such that
Further, by ,(ii), we can choose p Q = P 0 (e)» suoh that
where N = £ |a n | 1/2bf1 . n=1 Now, for p ^ p , we have
Henoe f* converges to f* weakly in This tvidenijly satisfies all the axioms of inner product. The norm induced by this inner product is
Thus, becomes a unitary space as well as a normed algebra. It is neither a Hilbert space nor a Banach algebra.
In fact, is not complete with respect to the. norm (5.2).
Let, for instance, The binary operations in are the same as in . The norm and inner product in are defined by (5.2) and (5.1), respectively, thus , becomes a Hilbert space. Prom the preceding discussions regarding the inner product (5.1), we infer that Theorem 6. is a Hilbert space. is not a closed linear subspace of
